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1: networking - linux red-hat + increase the ring buffer - Unix & Linux Stack Exchange
Red Hat(r) Linux(r) Secrets(r) Packed with shortcuts, tune-ups, fixes, and workarounds, this one-of-a-kind guide is all
you need to get more done with Red Hat Linux From troubleshooting configuration problems and tweaking GNOME to
setting up the Apache server and writing Perl scripts, Linux guru Naba Barkakati delivers hundreds of Red.

One-Time Password Authentication One of the best ways to increase authentication security is to require two
factor authentication 2FA. A very popular option is to use one-time passwords OTP. While this technique
began in the proprietary space, open standards have emerged e. RFC over time. Click here to return to the
Table of Contents. This approach has several downsides as compared to an infrastructure based on
Cross-Realm Trusts, and it is commonly discouraged from being used. However, before Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7. With Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7. With this feature administrators can both separate POSIX
attributes from the user identity in Active Directory and also potentially remove the Winsync-ed identity from
the Identity Management Directory Server taking advantage of Active Directory Trust for user authentication.
The following is a detailed list of use cases covered with the ID Views feature: This capability is useful both
for migration from Winsync or in a situation when the Linux Administrator would like to manually define
POSIX attributes for Active Directory users, but Active Directory policy does not allow it. Migration from the
Sync to the Trust solution: The mechanism follows the simple procedure: ID Views can also be used to set
different POSIX data or user SSH public keys for different environments, for example development, testing or
production, based on the respective host groups. While a robust Identity Management Replica infrastructure is
the key mechanism for infrastructure recovery dedicated KB article with reasoning , the new backup and
restore utilities are targeted on catastrophic hardware or data failures that cannot be recovered from leveraging
the replicas. For technical details on backup and restore â€” visit the FreeIPA design page , Fedora 19 Test
Day page , or review the ipa-backup and ipa-restore man pages. The good news is that the latest version of
Identity Management introduces tools for automating this critical infrastructure operation. The new feature set
covers the following use cases: Automated CA certificate renewal: When the CA certificate is nearing its
expiration time, it will be automatically renewed. The renewed certificate uses the same key pair and subject
name as the old certificate. Note that this option is only available for self-signed CA certificates in CA-ful
installs. Manual CA certificate renewal: Allow the Identity Management Administrator to manually renew the
CA certificate or change its chaining self-signed to signed by external CA, signed by external CA to
self-signed, or signed by external CA to signed by other external CA. The renewed certificate will use the
same key pair and subject name as the old certificate. This works for any CA certificate in CA-ful installs.
Manual install of CA certificate: Note that CA certificates on clients still need to be updated manually by
running the ipa-certupdate utility. For technical details on CA certificate renewal â€” visit the FreeIPA design
page or review the ipa-certupdate, ipa-cacert-manage man pages. Instead of one global read ACI, entries in
Identity Management users, groups, policy objects, SUDO, â€¦ have their own Read Permission that can be
tweaked to control visibility of the entries or their attributes. The new --bindtype option of the Permission API
can now also apply permissions not only to selected users or services in the Identity Management server, but
also to any authenticated entity or simply to anonymous. For technical details on the increased access control
granularity â€” visit the main feature design page , the Read Permissions design page , and the Anonymous
and All Permissions design page. By utilizing the new framework, the Web UI now leverages the Bootstrap 3
front end framework offering much better responsiveness, compared to the old version of the Web UI. It
allows the Web UI to abandon absolute position layout and become usable on devices with various screen
sizes e. Apply Automember Rules to Existing Users or Hosts Identity Management supports a UI and
command line for configuring automember rules for automated assignment of new users or hosts in respective
groups, according to their characteristics e. However, the rules were applied only to new entries. For technical
details on applying automember rules â€” visit the FreeIPA design page. Internationalized domain IDN
support: The wildcard, once defined, can then be used as a default value for unknown DNS queries for a given
zone. For technical details on forward zones â€” visit the FreeIPA design page. The only option was to
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generate a new key. However, the approach was sub-optimal when multiple machines e. Leaving to the cluster
members the problem of retrieving the key when a new one is created or an old one rotated. For technical
details on keytab retrieval management â€” visit the FreeIPA design page. Authentication was needed because
the group memberships were extracted from the PAC which is a part of the Kerberos ticket of the user. In Red
Hat Enterprise Linux 7. For technical details on resolving group memberships for users from trusted domains
â€” visit the FreeIPA design page.
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2: Red Hat Linux Std review: Red Hat Linux Std - CNET
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Red Hat Linux Secrets at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest
and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Variants[ edit ] Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server subscription is available at no cost for development purposes.
This free developer subscription was announced on March 31, There are also "Academic" editions of the
Desktop and Server variants. They are offered to schools and students, are less expensive, and are provided
with Red Hat technical support as an optional extra. Web support based on number of customer contacts can
be purchased separately. It was based on Red Hat Linux , but used a much more conservative release cycle.
Later versions included technologies from the Red Hatâ€”sponsored Fedora community distribution project.
Red Hat Enterprise Linux release schedules do not follow that of Fedora around 6 months per release but are
more conservative 2 years or more. Fedora serves as upstream for future versions of RHEL. RHEL trees are
forked off the Fedora repository, and released after a substantial stabilization and quality assurance effort. By
the time RHEL 6 was released, many features from Fedora 13 and 14 had already been backported into it.
There was some cross-pollination between the two up until shortly before the first production RHEL 3 release.
The Fedora project provides the following explanation: Fedora is a free distribution and community project
and upstream for Red Hat Enterprise Linux. Fedora is a general purpose system that gives Red Hat and the rest
of its contributor community the chance to innovate rapidly with new technologies. Red Hat Enterprise Linux
is a commercial enterprise operating system and has its own set of test phases including alpha and beta
releases which are separate and distinct from Fedora development. Red Hat then moved towards splitting its
product line into Red Hat Enterprise Linux which was designed to be stable and with long-term support for
enterprise users and Fedora as the community distribution and project sponsored by Red Hat. The use of
trademarks prevents verbatim copying of Red Hat Enterprise Linux. Since Red Hat Enterprise Linux is based
completely on free and open source software, Red Hat makes available the complete source code to its
enterprise distribution through its FTP site to anybody who wants it. Rebuilds of Red Hat Enterprise Linux are
free but do not get any commercial support or consulting services from Red Hat and lack any software,
hardware or security certifications. Unusually, Red Hat took steps to obfuscate their changes to the Linux
kernel for 6. This practice however, still complies with the GNU GPL since source code is defined as "[the]
preferred form of the work for making modifications to it", and the distribution still complies with this
definition. CentOS developers had no objections to the change since they do not make any changes to the
kernel beyond what is provided by Red Hat.
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3: Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) Released - A Quick Review and Installation Instructions
Get this from a library! Red Hat Linux secrets. [Nabajyoti Barkakati].

The following topics will be discussed: Page 18 Chapter 3: Booting The Installation Program Section 3. You
progress through the windows of the installation program by navigating these buttons, using the keys. Buttons
can be selected when they are highlighted. Using The Driver Disk Chapter 3: Refer to IBM documentation for
information how to determine this. You will place the driver disk into the first CD-ROM drive when instructed
by the installation program. Vary off the NWS. Language Selection Section 3. Welcome to Red Hat Linux 3.
Selecting the appropriate language will also help target your time zone configuration later in the in- stallation.
Install Options Chapter 3: Your options are , or Workstation Server Custom Disk Partitioning Section 3. If you
do not feel comfortable with partitioning your system, it is recommended that do not choose to partition
manually and instead let the installation program partition for you. Page 24 Chapter 3: Page 25 Section 3. If
the Automatic Partitioning Partitioning Your System Chapter 3: Automatic Partitioning , please skip ahead to
Section 3. If you chose Manually partition with fdisk At this point, you must tell the installation program
where to install Red Hat Linux. Page 27 Section 3. With the exception of certain esoteric situations, Disk
Druid can handle the partitioning requirements for a typical Red Hat Linux installa- tion. Page 28 Chapter 3:
Installing Red Hat Linux 3. In other words, data is written to a swap partition when there is not enough RAM
to store the data your system is processing. Page 29 Section 3. The geometry consists of three numbers
representing the number of cylinders, heads, and sectors as reported by the hard disk. Page 30 Chapter 3: Enter
the size in megabytes of the partition. Note this field starts with a "1" in it; Size Megs unless changed you will
end up with a 1 MB partition. Partitioning With Fdisk Section 3. Partitioning with fdisk 3. If are not using
fdisk, please skip to Section 3. Page 32 Chapter 3: Installing Red Hat Linux Figure 3â€”9 Partitioning with
fdisk Once you have chosen which drive to partition, you will be presented with the fdisk command screen. If
you do not know what command to use, type at the prompt for help. When you are finished making partitions,
type to save your changes and quit. Formatting Partitions Section 3. The PReP Boot partition must be created
and be made active with the a option. Failure to do so may leave the resulting system unbootable, even if the
installation completes successfully. Network Configuration Chapter 3: If you wish to check for bad blocks
while formatting each filesystem, please make sure to select the checkbox. Hostname Configuration Section 3.
Hostname Configuration Choose whether you would like to configure your IP address using. In this case, an
existing server on your LAN dynamically supplies network-related information needed to add this system to
the network at connect-time. A domain name may contain more nodes: Even if your computer is not part of a
network, you can enter a hostname for your system. Take this opportunity to enter in a name; Firewall
Configuration Section 3. A firewall exists between your computer and the network, and determines which
resources on your computer remote users on the network can access. A properly configured firewall can
greatly increase the security of your system.
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4: Red Hat Enterprise Linux - Wikipedia
Supported on Red Hat Enterprise Linux and based on the open source PKI capabilities of the Dogtag Certificate
System, Red Hat Certificate System 9 provides a robust and flexible set of features to support Certificate Life Cycle
Management.

Operating Systems Red Hat Linux 7. It delivers a flexible, reliable, rock-solid platform suited for home,
small-business and enterprise users alike. With greater than two-thirds of the Linux distribution market share,
Red Hat Linux is arguably the de facto standard for the Linux software platform. New kernel Red Hat 7.
Installation Red Hat 7. If you use an older version of Red Hat as far back as version 3. In contrast, competing
distributions such as SuSE Linux and Linux-Mandrake offer package updates that can be error-prone and take
more time than performing a complete installation. Prior versions of Red Hat have included automated server
and workstation installation options. This version also offers improved support for hundreds of graphics cards
and smoother font rendering, thanks to XFree86 4. If your system has a 3D graphics accelerator, the
installation process lets you select a 3D accelerator card from an extensive list--a feature conspicuously absent
from previous versions. Unfortunately, sound card detection and installation continue to be sore points. Red
Hat still requires that you use the text-based sndconfig utility to detect and configure your sound card after the
installation process is complete. Enhanced security The new Red Hat also offers beefed-up security options.
The installation process helps you set up a firewall and disables notoriously insecure protocols such as FTP
and Telnet by default. During installation, a firewall configuration screen lets you specify which ports and
services are allowed to pass through your firewall. Managing multiple user accounts and passwords can be a
significant burden for a systems administrator. New configuration tools Version 7. Also new to 7. It also
provides access to Windows-based print servers via Samba. Since its introduction with Red Hat 7, the Red Hat
Network has undergone two significant upgrades, adding a bundle of new, enterprise-worthy features that
should help system administrators avoid a lot of headaches. With Red Hat Network, an administrator can
configure and manage any number of servers and workstations securely and remotely from a central location
via an SSL-enabled Web browser. Too often, the only solution is to completely reformat the disk drive and
reinstall the operating system, applications, and user files from scratch. Red Hat Network helps prevent
problems from occurring on servers and workstations with features such as: Bottom line With version 7. With
a new kernel, versatile installation options, new configuration tools, and an excellent Web-based system
management service, Red Hat 7.
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5: Red Hat Enterprise Linux â€“ Red Hat Enterprise Linux Blog
Red Hat's documentation publication system recently went through an upgrade to enable speedier, more mobile-friendly
content. We decided to re-evaluate our commenting platform to ensure that it meets your expectations and serves as an
optimal feedback mechanism.

March 9, Last Updated: Red Hat Enterprise Linux provides their source code for free but keep check on free
re-distribution of their officially supported version of Red Hat Enterprise Linux. All the third party derivatives
and community supported distributions be it CentOS, Oracle Linux and Scientific Linux build and redistribute
their distribution by removing non-free components and Trade mark of Red Hat. Red Hat releases its
distribution under various editions viz. Since the product is commercial-centric it is free as in speech but not
free as in beer. It is based on Fedora core 19, upstream Linux Kernel 3. The life cycle of Red Hat Enterprise
Linux is 10 years. The first point update of latest stable release was released on march 06, Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7. Features of RHEL 7. Here is the list of most important improvements that is useful for industry use
case: Turbostat tool which is a part of kernel is updated to support new processors. Installer Anaconda has
been updated to improve installation. Kdump which is used for kernel crash dumping is now configurable
from the installation screen. Previously it could be configured on first boot and not before that. Manual
Partitioning has been improved with a little change in the location of controls. Network bridge is now
configurable from the Network and Hostname interface. Get help for Anaconda in command line by using
anaconda -h option. Secure Encrypted Partitions and logical volumes with bits of random data. Get help in
Graphical installation screen. LVM cache supported â€” use small fast device to create Logical volume that
act as cache for larger, slower devices. Btrfs file system supported as technical preview thus offering
advanced, reliable, manageable and scalable feature. A dynamic kernel patching utility introduced as
technology preview. Booting crashkernel enabled with more than 1 CPU, supported as technology preview.
Scheduler Load-Balancing Performance Improvement. Deterministic random bit generator, updated to work
on x86 based machine. FreeOTP supported for two-factor authentication applicationfor one time password
authentication. Red Hat High Availability improved to next stage. Open JDK 8 supported in parallel of
existing java Trusted Network Connect feature has been added as Technology Preview. Restricted domain
access for unauthorized users. SELinux policy has been updated. OpenSSH updated and improved systemd
suppor. Mozilla Thunderbird â€” an alternative to Evolution has been added. You have to pay for the
subscription. Different editions have different subscription charge. If you have an active subscription you may
login to the official website and download your distribution from there. Here is the link to login and download
from official site.
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6: Red Hat Developer | Red Hat Enterprise Linux Download
Red Hat Enterprise Linux commonly but not officially abbreviated as RHEL is a Linux distribution developed from
commercial point of view. Red Hat Enterprise Linux provides their source code for free but keep check on free
re-distribution of their officially supported version of Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

The terms of the software license agreement included with any software you download will control your use of
the software. Do not use or load this software and any associated materials collectively, the "Software" until
you have carefully read the following terms and conditions. By loading or using the Software, you agree to the
terms of this Agreement. If you do not wish to so agree, do not install or use the Software. This Software is
licensed for use only in conjunction with Intel component products. Use of the Software in conjunction with
non-Intel component products is not licensed hereunder. You may not copy, modify, rent, sell, distribute or
transfer any part of the Software except as provided in this Agreement, and you agree to prevent unauthorized
copying of the Software. You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the Software. You may not
sublicense or permit simultaneous use of the Software by more than one user. The Software may include
portions offered on terms in addition to those set out here, as set out in a license accompanying those portions.
You may copy the Software onto a single computer for your personal, noncommercial use, and you may make
one back-up copy of the Software, subject to these conditions: You may reproduce and distribute the Software
only as an integral part of or incorporated in Your product or as a standalone Software maintenance update for
existing end users of Your products, excluding any other standalone products, subject to these conditions: You
may only distribute the Software to your customers pursuant to a written license agreement. Such license
agreement may be a "break-the- seal" license agreement. No rights or licenses are granted by Intel to You,
expressly or by implication, with respect to any proprietary information or patent, copyright, mask work,
trademark, trade secret, or other intellectual property right owned or controlled by Intel, except as expressly
provided in this Agreement. Title to all copies of the Software remains with Intel or its suppliers. The
Software is copyrighted and protected by the laws of the United States and other countries, and international
treaty provisions. You may not remove any copyright notices from the Software. Intel may make changes to
the Software, or to items referenced therein, at any time without notice, but is not obligated to support or
update the Software. Except as otherwise expressly provided, Intel grants no express or implied right under
Intel patents, copyrights, trademarks, or other intellectual property rights. You may transfer the Software only
if the recipient agrees to be fully bound by these terms and if you retain no copies of the Software. If the
Software has been delivered by Intel on physical media, Intel warrants the media to be free from material
physical defects for a period of ninety days after delivery by Intel. If such a defect is found, return the media to
Intel for replacement or alternate delivery of the Software as Intel may select. Intel does not warrant or assume
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any information, text, graphics, links or other items
contained within the Software. Intel may terminate this Agreement at any time if you violate its terms. Upon
termination, you will immediately destroy the Software or return all copies of the Software to Intel. Claims
arising under this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of California, excluding its principles of conflict
of laws and the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the Sale of Goods. You may not export the
Software in violation of applicable export laws and regulations. Intel is not obligated under any other
agreements unless they are in writing and signed by an authorized representative of Intel.
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7: Download Red Hat* Linux [RH71_DRV_ZIP]
With version , Red Hat Linux offers more than just an operating system. It's a complete Linux solution that incorporates
system management and deployment features that will ease system.

The foundation for new apps, virtualization, and secure clouds. A platform for public and private clouds. An
agentless automation platform. A tool for managing your OS across your enterprise. Manage virtual servers
and desktops. A predictive analytics tool with real-time analysis. A distributed integration platform. An iPaaS
solution that is part of Fuse. A messaging platform enabling real-time integration. An API management
platform. An integration platform for unifying data. A collection of cloud-native runtimes. An open, hybrid
PaaS. A block and object storage platform for clouds. A suite of tools for private and public cloud
infrastructure. Build and manage an open IaaS cloud. An OS-independent network-based registry. An IaaS
cloud management platform. An Eclipse-based integrated development environment. A business rules
management platform. An intelligent, scalable data-caching solution. A dev platform for automating business
decisions and processes. A platform for developing Java-based services. An Apache web server, a servlet
engine, and middleware.
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8: Red Hat - We make open source technologies for the enterprise
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Atomic Host is a secure, minimal-footprint operating system optimized to run Linux containers.
It couples the flexible, lightweight, and modular capabilities of Linux containers with the reliability and security of Red Hat
Enterprise Linux in a reduced image size.

Some of these problems apply only to 9. Simply stop the Assistant and restart it, or continue the installation.
When the rest of the installation is finished, do a "Retry" for "Oracle Net Configuration Assistant". This
always worked for me. I saw the whole system not responding or to "hang" for several minutes when I did not
have enough swap space. If this happens, simply wait until the system starts to respond again. The Oracle
installation also runs make etc. In a production environment you might not have compilers and other
development packages installed. Therefore make sure you have temporarily the following packages installed:
Oracle Installation Errors Here is a list of Oracle 9i 9. Some issues, errors, problems, and solutions apply only
to 9. Since I did not experience all of the problems here, I am not able to verify the correctness of all the
solutions. However, I experienced most of the problems listed here. Here is a list of issues issues, errors,
problems and solutions: Log Files First check always the error logs for 9. I saw this error only when I installed
Oracle 9i R2 9. This error message came up when the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant was running. I
executed the following command to temporarily increase the maximum shared memory size: It is
recommended to increase the shmmax setting permanently for Oracle9i. Here is what I did to get the
"Database Configuration Assistant" running again: I executed the ipcs command to get the address of the
shared memory segments that have been allocated by Oracle: Once the installation was done I immediately
restarted the DB as well. If you get this problem in connection with sqlplus, then simply make sure that the
database is down and exit sqlplus. After that, follow the procedure above by removing all shared memory
segments that belong to the Oracle user. To my knowledge, this should not cause any problems. To solve this
problem permanently, increase the kernel shmmax size. People have sent me emails pointing out that the
following solution also works for Mandrake 8. Also make sure you have all the Oracle environments set
correctly! When you bought the Red Hat 9 CDs in a store, then you will probably find glibc This is also the
case with glibc-devel First check if the glibc packages on your RH 9 system work with the Oracle installer:
But if your system has the 2. Since I was not able to find the glibc Here is the procedure for installing glibc
You never know if someone fiddled with these RPMs or replaced them. After Oracle has been installed, you
can upgrade glibc, glibc-common, and glibc-devel again. However, compatibility is guaranteed for. This
means that Oracle should be fine when you upgrade glibc after the Oracle installation. If you have any
problems or issues with this solution, or if you have any comments, please let me know. You can find my
email address at the bottom of this web site. Starting Oracle Intelligent Agent To fix the linking problem, I
executed the following commands: You are probably trying to run a bit Oracle version on a bit Linux system.
Make sure you downloaded the right Oracle version for your Linux system. To check if runInstaller is a bit
binary or a bit binary, run the following command: Installing Java Runtime Environment To rectify this
problem, run the following command and restart runInstaller: I saw this error only with Oracle 9i R2 9. Either
you burn your CD again to include dot files or you copy the. No such file or directory or ORA Remove it and
try again to connect to sys e. You can check your machine hardware type by executing "uname -m". If you are
not running on a or on a AMD machine, try to link jre to java and see if this solves your problem. To rectify
the problem with the machine or with the AMD CPU, create a link for lib and bin from i to i and make the i
directories read only. For example on Red Hat 9: No listener Linux Error: This happened with fresh new
Oracle 9. Exception in thread "main" java. I usually do this with the init command: Every effort has been
made to provide the information as accurate as possible, but no warranty or fitness is implied. The information
may be incomplete, may contain errors or may have become out of date. The use of this information described
herein is your responsibility, and to use it in your own environments do so at your own risk.
9: RHEL 6 SELinux Guide - Chapter sVirt
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Section Partitioning Your System Figure Partitioning with Disk Druid The partitioning tool used in Red Hat Linux is Disk
Druid. With the exception of.
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